
Where luxury begins.





Inspired by the very best of Wood-Mode, Brookhaven by Wood-Mode provides the same dedication 

to quality materials and American craftsmanship in a select group of products and customization 

to meet your budget. The Brookhaven selection of styles, finishes and storage solutions puts the 

Wood-Mode lifestyle within reach.

About Wood-Mode
The very best in American-made craftsmanship, Wood-Mode luxury products are the culmination of more than 70 years of 

precision workmanship and design leadership. Best known for their stunning, furniture-grade finishes and extensive customization

capabilities, Wood-Mode delivers designer cabinetry with quality materials and personalized solutions to satisfy the most 

discerning homeowner.
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A passion for details.

Authentic lifestyles
A sign of quality furniture is the authenticity of design to the period or style that 

inspired it. Brookhaven styles are meticulously designed to maintain a high level 

of quality in materials, craftsmanship and visual aesthetics.

Premium storage options
There are many solutions to store things and stay organized with Brookhaven.

Every solution is made to fit your design and space.

Hand-crafted finishes
Brookhaven uses many of the same time-tested finishing techniques that have

given Wood-Mode a reputation for the best furniture-grade finish available. 

Stains and glazes, opaque paints, distressed finishes and a custom paint color

palette offer an endless variety of finishes and colors for your home.

Custom-made solutions
Brookhaven offers select custom capabilities to go beyond standard items and 

create more personalized spaces in your home. From paneling and trim to furniture

pieces, the essential custom options are available to create something truly unique.

Beauty for a lifetime
The quality of Brookhaven cabinetry includes a 

Lifetime Limited Warranty, so you can rest assured

that your investment will look and function beautifully 

for many years to come.
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Unique designs for your lifestyle.
The defining attribute of what makes a cabinet maker 
“custom” is the capability to take a design idea and produce 
a one-of-a-kind piece or solution for your home.

Brookhaven offers many standard cabinet selections that 
can be modified and tailored to fit your space, but it is the 
Wood-Mode tradition of skilled workmanship that enables this
collection to include the right amount of custom capabilities.
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For more ideas, visit wood-mode.com
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Premium storage and convenience.
Brookhaven offers a variety of built-in storage and convenience features that unite elegance and efficiency. 
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For more organization, visit wood-mode.com



Many styles to discover.
The following pages feature a selection of our most popular and unique doors. Visit wood-mode.com or
your local showroom to discover the wide range of styles and finishes to complement your personality.

8 Brookhaven I is a frameless cabinet style. Brookhaven II is a framed cabinet style.

Square Edge Deer Park Raised
Vintage Split Pea, maple

Soho Recessed
Matte Eclipse, maple

Westchester Beaded
Deep Aegean, maple

Nova Recessed
Platinum, maple

Westchester Recessed
Heirloom Autumn, cherry

Greenwich Recessed
Java, cherry

Riverside Raised
Matte Twilight, maple

Joliet Raised
Heirloom Fireside, cherry
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For more door styles, visit wood-mode.com

Brookhaven I is a frameless cabinet style. Brookhaven II is a framed cabinet style.

Winter Haven Raised
Heirloom Fireside, knotty cherry

Springfield Raised
Heirloom Natural, cherry

Springfield Recessed
Heirloom Fireside, cherry

Larchmont Recessed
Caribbean Mist, maple

Madison Recessed
Vintage White, maple

Winfield Raised
Matte Cognac, knotty cherry

Coronado Raised
Heirloom Sandstone II, maple

Pasadena Recessed
Natural, maple



10 Brookhaven I is a frameless cabinet style. Brookhaven II is a framed cabinet style.

For more door styles, visit wood-mode.com

Sausalito Recessed
Pecan, quarter sawn oak

Vista Plus
Natural, rift cut veneer

Presidio Raised
Heirloom Autumn, knotty alder

Vista 
Jet Stream, MDF

Rockport Recessed
Heirloom Sandstone II, maple

Coronado Recessed
Matte Twilight, maple

Square Edge Presidio Recessed
Heirloom Brown, cherry

Presidio Recessed
Heirloom Natural, heartwood maple
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For more door styles, visit wood-mode.com

Kingston Recessed
Cadet Blue, maple

Vista
Gulf Shores Laminate

Andover Raised
Cordovan, maple

Square Edge Andover Raised
Heirloom Green Stone, maple

Colony Recessed
Amber, cherry

Edgemont Recessed 
Heirloom Celadon, maple

Edgemont Raised
Heirloom Amber, cherry

Fremont Recessed
Heirloom Natural, knotty alder
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A collection of fine woods.
A wide range of wood species provides greater flexibility with the material and look  you desire.

Knotty Alder Cherry Knotty Cherry Maple

Heartwood Maple Red Oak Quarter Sawn Red Oak Distressed Pine
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Texture and durability with laminates.
If your style lies beyond the boundaries of natural wood, this selection of laminates takes contemporary
custom cabinetry to a new level of long-lasting beauty.

Textured Nantucket Textured Gulf Shores Textured Boardwalk

Textured Ocean Shores Textured Volcanic Sand Rattan

Ebony Smoky Brown Pear Oiled Walnut
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More value to love.
One of the greatest values of Brookhaven is the superior finish. Using many of the same steps and 
techniques that the Wood-Mode brand is best known for, this multi-step process meets and exceeds
some of the highest quality standards. This is acheived through a successful combination of hand work 
by skilled craftspeople and a controlled environment utilizing sophisticated technology. 

For more finishes, visit wood-mode.com



Stain Finishes Opaque Finishes

Light Heirloom Finishes Opaque Heirloom Finishes

Dark Heirloom Finishes Vintage Finishes

Rustic Finishes Cottage Finishes
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Designer color palette.
Find a color that highlights your expressive personality and
stands the test of time. Our designer color palette offers 
a variety of subtle yet striking hues to match the most 
demanding design aesthetic. Available in several finish 
treatments, it allows you to make a bold statement with 
classic colors, complete with a high-end custom feel.

Larchmont16

Not finding your color? Provide a physical sample of the color you want and the

Wood-Mode custom color experts will create a solid opaque color just for you.

For the complete color palette, visit wood-mode.com
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Family-owned and American made.
From the first cabinet built in a small Pennsylvania lumber mill in
1942 to custom kitchens completed in our state-of-the-art facility
today, each and every Wood-Mode cabinet is proudly made in 
the USA.

Seventy years of growth have not changed our approach to building
cabinetry. The skill and dedication of the individual woodworker is
still at the heart of Wood-Mode quality. Our family of employees 
includes as many as three generations of highly skilled craftsmen
working side by side. From the selection of the lumber to our 
celebrated finish, a majority of the cabinetry making process is 
still completed by hand.

While technology enables us to fulfill more dreams with consistently
impeccable quality, even the automated portions of our construction
process are overseen by experienced cabinetmakers. At each and
every stage, from lumber selection and milling to finish and 
assembly, it is the knowledge of the American craftsman that makes
Wood-Mode a leader in fine custom cabinetry.

A caring commitment to the environment.

Wood-Mode has been practicing environmental stewardship for more than 25 years—

long before “being green” was popular. From a self-sustaining unit that eliminates

99.4% of all emissions to using sawdust and scrap to fuel and power much of the 

operation, Wood-Mode takes pride in producing the industry’s highest quality cabinetry

in a manner that demonstrates its genuine concern and care for the environment.

P R E M I U M  L I F E S T Y L E S
MADE IN THE USA
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